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Summary
Various features of MS, particularly the lack of complete concordance for MS in
monozygotic twins, indicate that the disease is not solely caused by inherited genetic
factors. Other risk factors must be involved, which could be either environmental
influences (toxins, nutrition, pathogens, or trauma) or spontaneous genetic mutations.
This report assesses the various types of evidence for and against the involvement of
spontaneous mutations in the development of MS.
It is not yet clear whether or how spontaneous mutations increase the risk of MS.
Circumstantial evidence exists connecting exposure to mutagenic environmental factors
with higher risk of MS, but it is inconclusive. Similarly, various types of spontaneous
genetic effects, such as chromosomal abnormalities and T cell receptor gene repertoire
patterns, have been linked with MS but it is not yet clear whether these features are
present prior to disease onset or whether they are brought about by disease events.

Hypothesis
Spontaneous genetic mutations (as distinguished from stably inherited genetic factors)
either cause MS or influence susceptibility to MS.

Experimental tests of the hypothesis
Mechanisms by which spontaneous genetic mutations might cause MS or influence the
risk of developing MS include both normal, nonpathogenic processes (T cell receptor
and immunoglobulin gene rearrangements) and pathogenic processes (viral, chemical or
radiation-induced mutagenesis).
1. T cell receptor gene rearrangement
The T cell receptor (TCR) is encoded by a series of genetic sequences that are
stochastically rearranged during T cell maturation to create a functional protein. This
normal somatic rearrangement process creates in each individual a diverse and unique
T cell repertoire with receptors able to bind to a wide variety of antigens.
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TCRs are composed of heterodimers consisting of paired alpha and beta chains, or
paired gamma and delta chains. The majority of T cells express an alpha beta
heterodimer; the rest express a gamma delta heterodimer. Each chain originates from a
germline TCR gene containing multiple versions of variable (V), joining (J), and constant
(C) segments (as well as diversity (D) segments in the case of beta and gamma chains).
Through a process of splicing and rejoining, some segments are removed and remaining
ones recombined to yield a functional gene.
Diversity in an individual’s T cell repertoire results from the variety of random
combinations of genetic segments that are joined together through this process as well
as from the pairing of two different chains (alpha with beta and gamma with delta) to
create heterodimers. Additional mechanisms involving variable gene segment joining
(junctional flexibility) and the addition of nucleotides in the complementarity-determining
region 3 (CDR3) allow for even more diversity in the repertoire. While this process is
nonpathogenic and indeed beneficial, it is nevertheless possible that the makeup of the
T cell repertoire based on the outcome of the rearrangement process may influence the
risk of developing MS. Several aspects of T cell receptor rearrangement have been
studied for possible contributions of this genetic process to MS:
•

Repertoire differences between identical twins or family members: One way to
analyze whether T cell receptor gene rearrangement plays a role in the
development of MS is to compare T cell repertoires in concordant and discordant
monozygotic twin pairs. Although two studies showed a high degree of similarity
in gene usage for healthy monozygotic twins1, 2, several studies of MS or MBPspecific cells have demonstrated that twins with an otherwise “identical” genetic
background are capable of generating different TCR repertoires, as
demonstrated by different gene rearrangements, recognition of different epitopes,
or selection of different TCR chains in response to a specific epitope3-6. Three of
these studies showed that twins discordant for MS were more likely than healthy
or concordant pairs to possess divergent repertoires3, 4, 6, one demonstrating
dissimilarities in naïve T cells, purportedly less affected by disease6. Additionally,
a study of multiplex MS families showed little overlap in fine specificities to MBP
epitopes between individual family members, even HLA-identical siblings7.

•

Oligoclonality/overexpression of gene sequences: Many studies have
investigated T cell oligoclonality (a proliferation of T cells stemming from a small
number of originating cells) as a feature of MS8-50. The majority of these
analyses found some type of amplification or predominant rearrangement in
people with MS, and comparisons of MS subjects with healthy controls tended to
find a higher degree of oligoclonality in subjects. One study of healthy identical
twins of MS subjects found that they, like people with MS, have shifts in their
CDR3 repertoires, indicating that these shifts may predispose to MS51. However,
oligoclonality is not a defining characteristic of MS, as other studies have found
either a heterogeneous pattern of T cell receptor genes in MS subjects or similar
degrees of clonal expansion in subjects and controls. Variations in the
experimental strategies used include what types of subjects were included,
whether T cells were taken from peripheral blood or CNS tissue, which TCR
element was examined (alpha, beta, gamma, or delta chains, or CDR3 motifs),
what methods were used to generate clone lines, whether cells studied were
restricted by HLA type or epitope recognition, and what measurement techniques
were used to assess the degree of clonal expansion. Some studies reported
2
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biases toward or against various gene sequences or combinations in people with
MS11, 14, 17, 34, 37, 38, 41, 42, but there does not seem to be an overall rearrangement
pattern characteristic of the disease.
•

Gene sequence specificity to certain epitopes: Another question that has been
investigated is whether specific TCR sequences react preferentially with specific
epitopes, with the goal of finding particular sequence/epitope combinations that
could possibly be linked with MS. Investigations looking for biased expression of
alpha or beta chain sequences in response to MBP or MBP epitopes produced
evidence for the predominance of several V beta and V alpha chains, such as V
beta 5.220, 39, 52-55. Other epitopes studied include HSP70, for which one study
found V delta 2-J delta 3 to be predominant24, and PLP, for which V beta 2 and J
beta 2.5 were found to be overutilized31. However, later studies failed to confirm
some of these overexpressions, for instance, studies finding V beta 5.2 not to be
overexpressed in MBP-specific T cell lines19, 56 or detecting no evidence for
clonal expansion in MOG-reactive cell lines57. Moreover, a meta-analysis found
no statistically significant differences in V beta, V alpha, or J beta gene usage
among human MBP-reactive T cell clones, clones derived from MS brains, and
controls30.

•

Dynamic nature of T cell repertoire: Variations in T cell repertoires in MS over
time have been explored in multiple ways. Studies have demonstrated
dynamism as well as persistence, and their findings indicate that expansion can
begin early in the course of the disease (for instance, in the first two years after
onset); that gene biases can change over time or with exacerbations and
remissions; that expansion can decline over time back to normal levels; and that
particular rearrangements and overall patterns of usage can persist for years19, 21,
23, 32, 36, 41, 44, 46, 48, 54, 58-63
.

Other studies seeking to connect T cell repertoire to MS have found an increased
frequency of gamma-delta T cells in MS subjects compared with controls18, 26 and
evidence for and against a relationship between expansions and subclinical measures
such as IgG bands and MRI42, 45, 46.
2. Immunoglobulin gene rearrangement and further mutation
In a process similar to T cell receptor gene rearrangement, the genes encoding
immunoglobulins (Igs, also known as antibodies) also somatically rearrange during B cell
maturation to encode functioning Ig proteins. In addition, when B cells proliferate in
response to an immune challenge, the Ig genes undergo further somatic mutation to
continue improving their specificity for the antigen(s) being targeted.
Several studies have found evidence for oligoclonal expansion and/or continued
mutation of Ig genes in brain tissue and CSF of people with MS64-73. These features
have also been found in the CSF of people with a clinically isolated syndrome (initial MS
symptom), and can even precede development of oligoclonal bands and multiple MRI
lesions, indicating that B cell expansion is an early event in the course of MS74. Patterns
of rearrangement were found in two studies to be different between MS subjects and
non-MS controls66, 67, whereas another study showed similar characteristics in people
with MS and subacute sclerosing panencephalitis (SSPE)69. Certain sequences were
found in some studies to be more frequently used, in particular VH464-66. However,
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overall Ig repertoires appear to differ from person to person69, 75. Expansion and
rearrangement of Ig genes in MS may be somewhat localized to the CNS as
demonstrated by studies comparing CNS and peripheral blood repertoires67, 71, and there
is evidence that the B cell differentiation process may even be recapitulated within the
CNS during inflammatory reactions72.
In contrast with T cell receptor gene repertoires, which have been found to differ in twins
discordant for MS, Ig repertoires and/or usage may actually be similar in discordant
twins. Support for this idea comes from a study of VH gene repertoires in rheumatoid
arthritis showing that twins discordant for RA still used highly similar VH repertoires76. In
addition, healthy siblings of people with MS were found in one study to be more likely
than controls to have oligoclonal bands in their CSF, indicating underlying similarities in
humoral immune processes77.
3. Retroviral integration/viral mutagenic effects
The possibility that the integration of retroviruses or other viruses into the human
genome is involved in the development of MS has been investigated from a number of
angles. Several studies have searched for evidence of the presence of known RNAbased exogenous human retroviruses (HTLV-I, HIV). The results of these studies have
been mixed, with some providing evidence such as the presence of HTLV-I antibodies78,
cells expressing antigens that react with HTLV antibodies79, or HTLV gene sequences80
in MS subjects, and several others finding no such evidence81-87.
Two studies detected integration of the DNA-encoded HHV-6 viral genome in the DNA of
peripheral blood mononuclear cells of certain MS subjects as well as subjects with
lymphoproliferative disorders88, 89. A follow-up study mapped an HHV integration site to
the telomeric region of chromosome 17p, a potentially destabilizing site90.
Other studies have focused on the presence and activity of endogenous retroviruses
(ERVs) in the blood and CNS tissue of people with MS. A few studies comparing the
expression of known ERV sequences in MS subjects with controls were not able to find
substantial differences91-93. However, other studies involving people with MS detected
and investigated novel endogenous retrovirus sequences, often found in retroviral
particles, which appear to be associated with MS. These include the MS-related
retrovirus, or MSRV, a related human ERV family, HERV-W, and an MS-specific
retrovirus with high homology to RGH94-109. Unlike most other endogenous retroviruses,
evidence suggests that these retroviruses may actually be replication-competent and
transmissible95, 109, 110. Supporting a role for ERV replication in the development of MS is
one study in which cytogenetic analysis using the FISH technique on blood cells
detected increased copy numbers of the MSRV pol sequence in chromosomes of MS
subjects compared with controls111. Increased MSRV gene expression in MS (and other
inflammatory diseases) and cytotoxic or superantigenic effects of certain ERV proteins
also suggest a possible role for these retroviruses in MS112-115.
For more information on the evidence that infectious agents may influence the
development of MS, please refer to our document “Analysis of specific pathogens as
possible triggers of Multiple Sclerosis” in the infectious agents track of the Cure Map.
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4. Chemical/radiation-induced mutagenesis
Several observations have been reported of increased chromosomal abnormalities in
people with MS (see “Analysis of chromosomal abnormalities as a possible cause of
Multiple Sclerosis”), although the significance of this phenomenon is not known. These
observations raised the question of whether inherent sensitivity to radiation was a
characteristic of people with MS. Results have been mixed, with one study finding an
increased level of cellular radiosensitivity in MS subjects116 and two others finding no
difference between subjects and controls in X-radiation sensitivity117 or DNA repair or
survival118. Exposure to radiation through radiological work and/or X-rays was shown to
increase the risk of MS in two studies119-121; however, a study of Danish utility workers
did not associate risk of MS with exposure to electromagnetic fields122. Similarly,
exposure to organic solvents has been positively associated with MS in some studies120
but not in others123, 124. A meta-analysis of 13 studies found a Mantel-Haenszel ratio of
2.1 for exposure to organic solvents and frequency of MS125. Cigarette smoke, which
contains genotoxic and carcinogenic agents, has been shown in recent studies to
increase the risk of MS126-129. Interestingly, it has been suggested that exposure to UV
radiation, which is associated with increased risk of skin cancer, may actually reduce the
risk of MS130, 131.
For more information on the evidence that toxic agents may influence the development
of MS, please refer to our document “Analysis of specific toxic agents as possible
triggers of Multiple Sclerosis” in the toxic agents track of the Cure Map.
5. Other
Other types of somatic mutations or epigenetic phenomena noted for a possible
connection with MS include imprinting, which was proposed by one set of authors not to
affect risk based on an observed lack of maternal influence on risk132; trinucleotide
repeat expansion, for which studies of the SCA genes have found no evidence of
involvement in MS133-136; and microchimerism, which has been associated with
scleroderma and Hashimoto’s thyroiditis137 and is being investigated as a risk factor for
MS with mixed results to date138, 139.

Conclusions
This report analyzes the possibility that susceptibility to MS is influenced by spontaneous
mutations occurring for the first time in an individual who then goes on to either develop
MS or bear a child who inherits the mutation and eventually develops MS. These
spontaneous genetic changes may either be pathogenic in nature or come about as a
result of normal physiological events. The involvement of spontaneous mutations,
particularly somatic mutations, in MS is suggested by two epidemiological phenomena:
(a) the fact that the majority of cases of MS are nonfamilial, and (b) the lack of complete
concordance between genetically “identical” twins (20-30% as opposed to 100%). It is
important to note, though, that these phenomena can also be explained by a
multifactorial model involving environmental factors that affect some but not all family
members.
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Various types of evidence have been produced for and against the involvement of
certain classes of spontaneous mutations implicated in human disease. This includes
evidence concerning common underlying causes of spontaneous mutations and
evidence (direct or circumstantial) concerning the actual presence of mutations in MS.
Evidence concerning the cause of spontaneous mutations: Factors that can cause
or influence the development of spontaneous mutations or genomic instability include
mutagenic chemicals and radiation, inherent defects in DNA editing and repair, and
replication-competent retroviruses. Conflicting or insufficient evidence and lack of
demonstrated connections to actual biological effects in MS make it impossible at this
time to assign a causal contribution to any one factor.
Mutagenic chemicals and radiation: A few epidemiological studies have looked for
possible associations between exposure to radiation or organic solvents and risk of MS.
However, no strong consensus has yet emerged showing that exposure to radiation or
solvents affects risk of MS. Four studies have shown that cigarette smoking increases
the risk of MS, raising the possibility that DNA mutations caused by chemical agents in
cigarette smoke contribute to the development of MS in some people.
Chromosomal instability: Reports of chromosomal damage in people with MS have led
to suggestions that people with MS have higher inherent cellular susceptibility to
radiation, which could lead to more frequent spontaneous mutations. However, only a
few studies have been conducted to test this hypothesis, and these have produced
conflicting results.
Viral genetic insertion: Another cause of spontaneous mutations in humans is the
insertion of DNA into endogenous genes by exogenous or endogenous retroviruses that
are capable of this activity. A few studies have reported the genetic presence of the
exogenous retrovirus HTLV or the insertion of HHV-6 DNA into the genome of MS
subjects, potentially in a region that would lead to chromosomal instability. Endogenous
retroviruses have also been linked with MS, and although most endogenous retroviruses
are thought to be incapable of becoming pathogenic through replication and insertion
into the genome, there is evidence that MS-linked retroviruses may be capable of
replication and transmission. This evidence is all circumstantial in nature, however: no
concrete demonstrations have yet been made of actual damage to or disruption of the
genome of MS subjects attributable to retroviruses.
Evidence concerning the actual development and presence of spontaneous
mutations in MS: In addition to evaluating factors promoting the induction of
spontaneous mutations in people with MS, it is also necessary to consider evidence for
the development of such mutations in a manner that leads to MS.
Gamete/germ cell mutations: A spontaneous mutation can affect either the person in
which the mutation takes place or it can affect his/her offspring, if it occurs during
gametogenesis or is located in a germ cell. Regarding the latter situation, little evidence,
either genetic or epidemiological, has yet been produced suggesting that MS results
primarily from mutations in gametes or germ cells that do not affect the parent but go on
to induce MS in offspring. One study based on a Swedish MS registry did correlate
increased paternal age with higher risk of MS140. However, special classes of genetic
errors introduced during gametogenesis, such as imprinting and triplet repeat
expansions, have not yet been associated with MS. Genetic imprinting errors do not
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appear to be a factor in MS, as MS is transmitted by parents of both sexes, whereas
disease caused by imprinting errors are generally specific to maternal or paternal
transmission. No evidence has yet been discovered for involvement of a triplet repeat
gene expansion in MS; for instance, MS has not been associated with anticipation
(earlier onset and higher severity in affected offspring of affected parents), a key feature
of many triplet repeat expansion diseases. (One study conducted in Sardinia did report
that the age of onset of MS had decreased in younger generations, but a genetic basis
for this phenomenon was deemed unlikely141.)
Mosaicism: A spontaneous mutation affecting the person in which it takes place could
occur during the early development process, leading to mosaicism. No evidence has yet
been produced that mosaicism is a causal factor for MS. It is theoretically possible that
a mutation occurring early in development could affect only part of the body (e.g., the
CNS) in such a way as to predispose to later development of MS. However, no studies
have yet identified tissue-to-tissue germline genomic differences in people with MS.
Pathogenic somatic mutations: Somatic mutations occurring throughout an individual’s
life are often harmless or even helpful (see discussion of T cell receptor and
immunoglobulin genes below). However, there are mechanisms whereby somatic
mutations could lead to disease. Two examples of pathogenic models for somatic
mutations include the induction of cellular proliferation leading to tumors, and the
accumulation of defects in mitochondrial DNA through oxidative damage. These types
of models are now being considered for significant roles in common multifactorial
diseases such as coronary heart disease142. Types of evidence that would indicate a
role for post-embryonic somatic mutation as a cause of MS include the presence of
uncontrolled cell division or instability or damage to chromosomal or mitochondrial DNA.
No unusual clonal expansion indicative of uncontrolled cell division has been commonly
observed in MS tissues, aside from patterns of T and B cell line expansion (see below).
Evidence does suggest that somatic chromosomal aberrations in peripheral blood
lymphocytes and other cells are found at a higher frequency in people with MS than in
controls. However, it is not clear whether or how this contributes to the initial
development of MS. (See “Analysis of chromosomal abnormalities as a possible cause
for Multiple Sclerosis” for further information.) MS has also been associated with
damage to mitochondrial DNA – however, as with chromosomal abnormalities, this may
be an effect rather than a cause. (See “Analysis of mitochondrial DNA mutations as a
possible cause for Multiple Sclerosis” for further information.)
Normal spontaneous mutations contributing to immune system diversity: In addition to
spontaneous mutations traditionally thought of as pathogenic in nature, the normal
somatic genetic changes in immune cells that contribute to the diversity of immune
responses available to humans may also play a role in MS. For instance, the process of
T cell receptor gene rearrangement during maturation, combined with P-and N-region
nucleotide addition and joining flexibility, has been estimated to produce as many as
1013 possible amino acid combinations in the TCR junctional regions. It is possible that
certain rearrangements or repertoires might make it possible for MS to develop in the
presence of a critical antigen, whereas others may protect against the development of
MS.
Various special aspects of T cell receptor usage have been analyzed in people with MS.
The results of studies in this area, although not conclusive, do indicate that the
composition of these molecules may affect the pathogenesis of MS. Of particular note
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are the increased presence of oligoclonal rearrangements in people with MS, specificity
of repertoires to certain epitopes, increased usage of gamma-delta chains in people with
MS, etc. However, the fact that the subjects of studies investigating T cell gene usage in
MS are generally already several years into the course of their disease creates problems
for determining whether these features of gene usage are a cause or an effect of MS –
particularly because it has been demonstrated that T cell repertoires can be dynamic
and are almost certainly affected by the course of events taking place in MS.
Some help with this problem comes in the form of evidence showing greater levels of
discrepancy in T cell repertoires in discordant than in concordant twins. In addition, one
study was conducted specifically to eliminate the confounding factors of the effects of
the disease process on T cells. Researchers compared the naïve T cells (thought to be
less affected by the course of the disease) of discordant monozygotic twins, showing a
significant difference between populations. Based on this evidence, they concluded that
a shift in T cell repertoire precedes the onset of MS. However, corroborating evidence
from further studies of this type and evidence from earlier stages of the disease is
required to be more definite about a causal role for T cell receptor genes in MS.
A similar situation exists for somatic rearrangement and subsequent mutation of
immunoglobulin genes. Enhanced rearrangement, clonal expansion and extensive
somatic mutation of antibody sequences, compared to controls, have also been found in
several studies of tissue from MS subjects. It is possible that these diversification
mechanisms, producing and allowing for the amplification of some but not all possible
combinations at any one time in a person’s immune system, may help account for
individual differences in the development of MS. However, at this time there is no firm
evidence linking pre-existing antibody repertoires to risk of MS.
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